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Performance Analysis

System is slow?!
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Performance analysis
 Often you heard such conversation

 User complaints: system is slow! Please make it run 
faster

 SA responses: let me find the “run faster button” and 
press it.

 Warning about tuning 
 Modern kernels are pretuned to achieve reasonable 

performance under a variety of load conditions
 Careful about applying the “solution” from Internet
 System performance is not entirely out of your control
 User may not notice the difference at all if the 

improvement is not dramatic
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Performance analysis
 Keep in mind

 Don’t overload your systems or your network
 UNIX give each process an illusion of infinite resource
 many developers have no idea about resource when 

they write codes

 Collect and review historical information 
 Keep Baseline for typical days 

 Daytime/night
 Week day/weekend
 Beginning of month/end of year/report deadline …

 Look for changes when performance degrades
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Improve the performance
 Here are some things you could do to improve 

the performance:
 Make sure your system has enough memory
 Correct problems of usage

 Schedule the jobs to use night / weekend 
 Work with developer about inappropriate use of resource
 Disable inappropriate CPU accounting, unwanted daemons

 Balance network traffic load
 Ex: Web server, using commercial load balancing appliance

 Balance I/O load 
 Ex: Database server, using some Raid  

 Monitor network traffic errors 
 Prune kernel to eliminate unwanted drivers and options
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Factors that affect performance
 System resource

 CPU time
 Memory
 Hard disk I/O bandwidth
 Network I/O bandwidth

 Identify resource bottlenecks
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CPU usage
 Gather three kinds of CPU data:

 Overall utilization
 Load average
 Per-process CPU consumption
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CPU – overall utilization
 Report values

 %usr
 percentage at user level (application) 

 %nice
 percentage at user level (application) with nice priority

 %sys 
 percentage at the system level (kernel, could be I/O)

 %wio
 percentage of cpu idle due to outstanding I/O

 %steal 
 percentage of involuntary wait while the hypervisor was 

servicing another virtual processor
 %idle

 percentage of cpu idle and no outstanding i/o
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CPU – overall utilization
 Example:

 Use sar
 Available in package sysstat
 Save History
 Specify count, interval

 Monitor the CPU every 5 seconds for 5 times 
on the webserver

[ruihong@joshua ~]$ sar 5 5
Linux 2.6.29.6-213.fc11.i586 (joshua.csl.mtu.edu)       12/03/2009

11:13:51 AM     CPU     %user     %nice   %system   %iowait %steal     %idle
11:13:56 AM     all      2.79      0.00      1.20      6.69     0.00     89.32
11:14:01 AM     all      1.60      0.00      0.50      0.00     0.00 97.90
11:14:06 AM     all      0.00      0.00 0.10      0.20      0.00     99.70
11:14:11 AM     all      1.40      0.00      0.50      0.00     0.00 98.10
11:14:16 AM     all      0.00      0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
Average:        all      1.16      0.00      0.46      1.38     0.00     97.00
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CPU – overall utilization
 Read the data 

 How much system time should be spend?
 ~ 50% of nonidle time 

 How much idle?
 Small amount 

 How much I/O wait?
 Close to 0

 What interval is appropriate?
 5, 10 seconds typically is good.
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CPU – load average
 Load average

 The average number of runnable processes
 Includes processes waiting for disk and network I/O
 Not a pure measure of CPU use

 Is a good indicator of system load
 Should be included in your baseline number.

 Read the data
 The lower the load, the less competition for resource
 When load is above 6~7, time to

 Look at each process
 Reschedule the process
 Add more CPUs
 Upgrade CPUs to fast speed
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CPU – load average

Example
 Use command “uptime”

Give three values of system load for the last 
5, 10 and 15 minutes

[ruihong@joshua ~]$ uptime
11:38:15 up 106 days, 33 min,  3 users,  load average: 0.16, 0.04, 

0.0
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CPU – usage by process 
 How much CPU each process is using

 cputime: cumulative cpu time. 
 %cpu:  the cpu time / the processing running 

time
 Tools

 ps
 top

 Update the data every 5 second by default

 Example:
[ruihong@colossus ~]$ ps aux
USER       PID %CPU %MEM   SZ  RSS TT       S    START  TIME COMMAND
jerauch  10601 24.8  0.3 7552 4840 ?        O   Mar 22 3984:18 gvim
jerauch  10603 24.5  0.3 7552 4864 ?        O   Mar 22 3982:43 gvim
jerauch  10602 24.3  0.3 7552 4848 ?        O   Mar 22 3983:49 gvim
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CPU – usage by process

load averages:  3.04,  3.05,  3.06                              10:24:13

79 processes:  74 sleeping, 1 zombie, 4 on cpu

CPU states: 23.5% idle, 40.6% user, 34.8% kernel,  1.2% iowait, 0.0% swap

Memory: 2048M real, 1578M free, 462M swap in use, 5090M swap free

PID USERNAME THR PRI NICE  SIZE   RES STATE    TIME    CPU COMMAND

10602 jerauch    1   0    0 7552K 4848K cpu/0   66.6H 24.93% gvim

10603 jerauch    1   0    0 7552K 4864K cpu/3   66.5H 24.87% gvim

10601 jerauch    1   0    0 7552K 4840K cpu/1   66.6H 24.84% gvim

8497 ruihong    1  58    0 2472K 2144K sleep    0:07  0.08% top

8834 ruihong    1  58    0 2480K 2152K cpu/2    0:01  0.07% top

225 root       6  58    0   57M 9752K sleep   89:15  0.02% automountd
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Exercise: CPU Usage
 Log on to icu0.csl
 What is the CPU overall utilization?

 sar

 What is the system’s average load?
 Uptime, top

 How long your system is up
 uptime

 Any cpu time waiting I/O?
 %iowait

 Which process is consuming the most cpu time 
and percentage?
 Top, ps
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Memory
 Physical memory

 32bit address -> upto 4G physical memory
 With Physical Address Extension (PAE), upto 64G

 Virtual memory
 Each process is presented with its own virtual 

address space 
 The range of memory can be upto to the maximum 

address size of the machine (32bit or 64 bit)

 Many processes are running at the same time
 Several process might sharing 

 Dynamic libraries, shared memory segment, etc
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Memory
 Physical memory < virtual memory

 There is not enough physical memory to hold 
all. 

 The virtual memory selects less frequently 
(LRU) used portions of memory and pushes 
them out to secondary storage (e.g., disk)

 Unlimited memory illusion
 Physical memory + swap space
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Memory
 The active list 
 The free list

 Memory is returned to free list when process exits 
 The page scanner puts LRU pages to the free list

 keep enough free memory available always

 Page daemon
 When there is plenty of memory

 The daemon runs occasionally or not at all
 When free list shrinks to a certain size

 The daemon works much harder to replenish the free list
 Fastscan

 More page out 
 Possible memory thrashing

 Not much real tasks can be done other than page daemon
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Memory
 Paging out

 Write the selected memory paged to disk
 The action of the page scanner to increase the size of 

the free list by moving inactive pages to disk. 

 Swapping
 Write the entire processes from memory to 

disk
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Swap space
 A space to write pages out

 A space to store crash dumps

 How to size the swap space
 Many rules

 Example
 2 * physical memory if physical memory < 2G
 = physical memory

 “Out of memory” error
 Increate the swap to get by

 Examples:
[ruihong@wopr ~]$ /sbin/swapon -s
Filename                                Type            Size    Used    Priority
/dev/sda6                               partition       2097140 24320   -1
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Memory – physical memory size
 Determine the amount of memory present 

of a system
 Check the boot message

# grep mem /var/adm/messages

 On linux: free
 On Tru64: vmstat –P
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Memory report - vmstat
 Memory usage 

 Overall system level: vmstat, top, sar
 Process level: ps

 Vmstat output example on Linux
 Solaris has more columns

[ruihong@wopr ~]$ vmstat -a 5 5

procs -----------memory---------- ---swap-- -----io---- --system-- -----cpu-----

r  b   swpd free  inact active   si so    bi    bo in   cs us sy id wa st

0  0  24320 416312 595908 828640    0    0     0     1    0    0  3  8 90  0  0

0  0  24320 416264 595904 828680    0    0     0     2  353  170  0  0 100  0  0

0  0  24320 416304 595904 828680    0    0     0    10  325  169  0  0 100  0  0

0  0  24320 416304 595904 828688    0    0     0     2  372  172  0  0 100  0  0

0  0  24320 416296 595908 828688    0    0     0     4  417  169  0  0 100  0
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Memory report - vmstat
 Memory - Report on usage of virtual and real 

memory.
 Swpd:

 the amount  of virtual memory used(Kbytes)
 Free: 

 the amount of idle memory (Kbytes)
 Inact:
 Active:

 Swap
 si: 

 Amount of memory swapped in from disk (/s)
 so: 

 Amount of memory swapped to disk (/s).
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Memory report - vmstat
 Read the vmstat data

 Ignore the first line of vmstat
 It is the average since boottime

 Page-out is the most important in terms of paging.
 Should ideally close to zero
 Paging activity is reflected in

 Less free memory (free)
 High CPU time

 High numbers in page-in are  not always significant
 Starting a process involved paging in executable image and 

data
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Memory report - sar
 -B option: Report paging statistics.

pgpgin/s
pgpgout/s
fault/s: major + minor
majflt/s: Number of major faults the system has made per second, those 

which have required loading a memory page from disk.
pgfree/s: Number of pages placed on the free list by the system per 

second.
pgscank/s: Number of pages scanned by the kswapd daemon per second.
pgscand/s: Number of pages scanned directly per second.
pgsteal/s:Number of  pages  the system has reclaimed from cache 

(pagecache and swapcache) per second to satisfy its memory 
demands.

%vmeff: this is a metric of the efficiency of page reclaim. 

[ruihong@joshua ~]$ sar -B
Linux 2.6.29.6-213.fc11.i586 (joshua.csl.mtu.edu)       12/03/2009

11:20:01 AM  pgpgin/s pgpgout/s fault/s  majflt/s pgfree/s pgscank/s pgscand/s pgsteal/s %vmeff
11:30:01 AM      0.01      4.97     68.62      0.00     42.86   0.00      0.00 0.00 0.00
11:40:01 AM      0.05      4.99    114.80      0.00     50.07   0.00      0.00 0.00 0.00
11:50:01 AM      0.25      6.01    196.02      0.01     79.94   0.00      0.00 0.00 0.00
12:00:01 PM      0.32     12.85    116.47      0.00     83.33   0.00      0.00 0.00 0.00
12:10:01 PM      0.02      8.21    134.81      0.00     60.13   0.00      0.00 0.00 0.00
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Memory report - free
[ruihong@joshua ~]$ free

total       used       free     shared    buffers  cached

Mem:       3612712    2539716    1072996          0     408372    1812220

-/+ buffers/cache:     319124    3293588

Swap:      2097140      15896    2081244
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Memory report - ps
 Examining memory usage of processes

 To know how much memory a specific process 
is consuming
 The total size 
 The resident size
 The total shared address space
 The total private address space

 Tools on different platforms
 HP-UX:  glance plus
 Linux:  ps and /proc/{pid}/status
 Solaris: ps and pmap
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 Example: solaris
[ruihong@dafinn ~]$ /usr/ucb/ps aux
USER       PID %CPU %MEM   VSZ  RSS TTY      STAT START   TIME COMMAND
www        500  0.0  1.1 3784 2616 ?        S   Nov 24 25:31 /opt/www/bin/httpd
www        506  0.0  1.0 3760 2392 ?        S   Nov 24 24:45 /opt/www/bin/httpd
www        519  0.0  1.1 3776 2560 ?        S   Nov 24 25:24 /opt/www/bin/httpd

% pmap -x 14485
14485:  -csh
Address   Kbytes Resident Shared Private Permissions       Mapped File
00010000     144     144       8     136 read/exec         csh
00042000      16      16       - 16 read/write/exec   csh
00046000     136     112       - 112 read/write/exec    [ heap ]
FF200000     648     608     536      72 read/exec         libc.so.1
FF2B0000      40      40       - 40 read/write/exec   libc.so.1
FF300000      16      16      16       - read/exec         libc_psr.so.1
FF320000       8       8       - 8 read/exec         libmapmalloc.so.1
FF330000       8       8       - 8 read/write/exec   libmapmalloc.so.1
FF340000     168     136       - 136 read/exec         libcurses.so.1
FF378000      40      40       - 40 read/write/exec   libcurses.so.1
FF382000       8       - - - read/write/exec    [ anon ]
FF390000       8       8       8       - read/exec         libdl.so.1
FF3A0000       8       8       - 8 read/write/exec    [ anon ]
FF3B0000     120     120     120       - read/exec         ld.so.1
FF3DC000       8       8       - 8 read/write/exec   ld.so.1
FFBE4000      48      48       - 48 read/write         [ stack ]
-------- ------ ------ ------ ------
total Kb    1424    1320     688     632

This gives a breakdown of each segment, as well as the process totals.
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Shared Memory Segment
 Use ipcs to list the current system status

 message queues
 Shared memory segments
 Semaphores

 Example:
[ruihong@colossus ~]$ ipcs
IPC status from <running system> as of Mon Mar 28 09:55:38 EST 2005
T         ID      KEY        MODE        OWNER    GROUP
Message Queues:
Shared Memory:
m     107200   0          --rw-rw-rw- steve csdept
m        601   0x7800bc15 --rw-rw-rw- agstruth student
m      22602   0          --rw-rw-rw- dmhardzi student
Semaphores:
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Exercise
 Log on to icu0

 How much free memory?
 free

 Any paging out activity now?
 sar 5 5
 vmstat

 What about Dec 03?
 sar -B -f /var/log/sa/sa03
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Disk I/O
 Monitor the disk throughput 

 Using iostat
 First line: summary since boot

 Example
[ruihong@colossus ~]$ iostat 5 5

tty md11          sd0           sd90          sd91          cpu
tin tout kps tps serv kps tps serv kps tps serv kps tps serv us sy wt id

1  165 322  33    5   22   4    6    0   0    0    0   0    0 14  3  3 80
0   47  81  13    7    0   0   14    0   0    0    0   0    0 0  0  1 98
0   32 115  14   10    8   2   10    0   0    0    0   0    0 0  1  1 98
0   32 352  40   13    5   3   10    0   0    0    0   0    0 0  1  3 96
0   16 431  59    7    1   0   11    0   0    0    0   0    0 0  0  5 95

 Tin/tout: average total number of characters input 
and output per second by all of the systems’s
terminals.

 Kps kilobytes transferred per second
 Tps total trasfers per second
 Serv avarage “service time” (most seek time) in 

milliseonds
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Disk i/o report - vmstat
 Disk 

 Report the number of disk operations per 
second. There are  slots for up to four disks, 
labeled with a single letter and number.  The 
letter indicates the  type  of disk  (s = SCSI, i 
= IPI, and so forth); the number is the logical 
unit number.
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Disk I/O
 Practice

 Start iostat
 Observe the number change when you

 Copy a big file
 Use cp command
 Use dd to control the block size 

 Use the time command to see each command’s 
real, user and sys time. 
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Disk I/O 
 Boost performance

 Use different disks for data parallel access
 RAID
 Multiple disk controllers

 Split swap area among several disks
 Use “memory based filesystem” for /tmp
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Exercise
 Instructor starts some download on icu0

 %cd /tmp
 %wget

http://download.fedoraproject.org/pub/fedora/
linux/releases/12/Fedora/i386/iso/Fedora-12-
i386-DVD.iso

 Log on to icu0
 Check the io statistics

 Which disk partition has io the activity?
 How many block write per second?
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Help! The system is slow!
 The steps to trouble shooting a slow system

 Look for runaway process: ps, top
 Check the load: uptime, top
 Check paging activity: vmstat, sar
 Check I/o activity: iostat
 Check network activity: netstat (discussed in cs4451)

 What to do after finding the culprit?
 Nothing – education the user
 Renice a process if it is CPU bound
 Kill it
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Set resource limit
 Check the resource limit per process

[ruihong@joshua ~]$ limit

cputime unlimited

filesize unlimited

datasize unlimited

stacksize 10240 kbytes

coredumpsize 0 kbytes

memoryuse unlimited

vmemoryuse unlimited

descriptors  1024 

memorylocked 64 kbytes

maxproc 1024 

 Change cputime for  each process to be 10 seconds
[ruihong@icu0 ~/cs3451]$ limit cputime 10

[ruihong@icu0 ~/cs3451]$ ./cpu_cycle.sh

Cputime limit exceeded
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Monitor your system
 To be proactive:

 Set up monitor tools 
 Understand your system and application 

 Create benchmark for typical situations


